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This paper extends the research of Wiegel (J. Math. Phys. 21 (1980) 2111) on random walks which 
differ from free random walks through the occurrence of an extra weightfactor ( 1) at every crossing 
of a half-line. Starting from a new closed-form expression for the weight distribution of these walks, 
we derive various integral representations and asymptotic expansions for the total weight of all walks. 
I. Introduction and statement of the problem 
In a recent paper t) one of  us studied the propert ies of  random walks in a plane 
which differ from free random walks through the occurrence of  an extra 
weightfactor ( -1 )  at every crossing of  some branchl ine T. The statistical 
distr ibut ion of  these walks was derived in the case that T is a half-l ine and the 
initial point  of  the walk is located on the cont inuat ion of  T. Random walks of  
this type are remarkable  because of  their relation to (i) two-dimensional  self- 
avoiding random walks2'3); and (ii) the combinator ia l  solution of  the Ising model 
and the free-fermion case of  the eight-vertex model 4 "~). 
The random walks studied in ref. 1 are of  course equivalent o the paths of a 
Brownian particle, whereby the weight of  a path is mult ipl ied by the factor ( - 1) 
at every crossing of  the half-l ine T. In an accompanying paper ~) we present a 
closed-form expression for the weight distr ibut ion of  such Brownian mot ion 
paths, valid for any fixed initial point of  the paths. It is the aim of  this paper to 
reconsider the problem of  ref. 1, and to extend the mathematical  nalysis by using 
the results of  ref. 11. In part icular,  various integral representations and asymptot ic  
expansions are derived for the total weight of all walks. 
We now turn to a more detailed statement of  the problem. Consider an arbi trary 
random walk configuration C in a plane, which crosses the branchl ine T a number 
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of times, denoted by n(C) -- 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  Then the a priori weight W(C) of the 
configuration C is defined by 
w(c)  = ( -  (1) 
where W0(C) is the a priori weight of the corresponding free random walk. We 
take T to be the half-line 0 = _+ zr, 0 < r < oo, in terms of polar coordinates r, 0 
in the plane of the walks. We then introduce the weight distribution 
p(r, O, N)  = ~ W(C), (2) 
C 
where the summation extends over all configurations C with fixed initial point 
r0 = (r0, 00) and end point r = (r, 0), which consist of N steps, each of the same 
length I. In ref. 1 the function p(r, O, N)  has been evaluated asymptotically for very 
long walks, in the special case when 00 = 0, with the result 
p(r, 0, N) = 20tUl 2) 'exp[  rZ+----r2] ~ /2r°r'x 
Here L denotes the modified Bessel function of order v. 
By taking limits as N + m, l ~0, such that Nl 2 = 4Dt remains fixed, the random 
walks turn into the paths of a particle which performs a Brownian motion with 
diffusion coefficient D. These Brownian motion paths differ from free Brownian 
motion paths through an extra weightfactor ( -1 )  for every crossing of the 
half-line T. The function p(r, O, N)  changes into p(r, O, t), which is the total weight 
of all paths starting in r0 at t = 0 and reaching the end point r at time t. In ref. 
11 it was found that 
F R q 
P( r 'O ' t )=(41tDt ) - lexP l - -~t le r i l l -~t lL  A \ \  ] c°s l (0 -00) ) ,  (4) 
where 
R 2 = r~ + r 2 - 2ror cos(0 - 00) (5) 
is the square of the distance between r0 = (r0, 00) and r = (r, 0). In (4), erf stands 
for the error function defined by (eq. 7.1.1 of ref. 12) 
g 
= 2~ -112 le- ,2 dt.  (6) erf(z) 
td  
0 
The equivalence of the results (4) and (3), in the special case 00 -- 0, can easily be 
established by means of the identity for a series of modified Bessel functions, 
proved in the appendix of ref. 11. Furthermore, we quote from ref. 11 that 
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p(r, O, t) is a solution of the diffusion equation 
~p 
subject to the initial condition 
(7) 
l imp = ~5(r - r0)' (8) 
here, A denotes the two-dimensional Laplace operator with respect to the 
coordinates r, 0 of the end point. 
By integration ofp(r, O, t) over the entire plane we obtain the total weight W(t) 
of all paths at time t (or equivalently, the total weight W~ of all walks of N steps), 
i.e., 
W(t)= rdr p(r,O,t)dO. 
0 n 
(9) 
Clearly, W(0)= 1 by (8). Notice also that for free Brownian motion paths 
W(t) = 1. It will turn out that W(t) depends on t through the dimensionless 
parameter 
2 = ro/4Ot. (10) 
In section 2 we derive a variety of integral representations and series-expansions 
for the weight W(t). These integral representations are used in section 3 to 
establish asymptotic expansions for W(t), both for small and large time t. The 
results obtained considerably extend those of ref. 1. 
2. Integral representations and series-expansions for W(t) 
Differentiate (9) with respect o t, then by means of (7) and Gauss" divergence 
theorem one has 
W'(t) = D f rd? ' fAp(r ,O,[ )dO 
=D [~o( r ,+n, t ) -~o( r , -n , t )  dr. ( l l )  
0 
The derivatives Op/~O at 0 = +n are determined from (4)and inserted into (1 I), 
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yielding 
oo 
r~/2c°sO°/2 ~ x F (ro+r)27r_,/2dr rosin0o 
w'(t)= 2~t~ je PL 4~t ] 41tDt 2 
0 
oo 
r~ + r 2 + 2ror cos 0o erf sin 00/2 dr. (12) 
x exp - 4Dt 
0 
The latter result is integrated with respect o t, where we use the auxiliary integrals 
I 
exp( -  a2z-l)~-3/2 dz = - i -e f t  , 
a 
o 
! 
f exp( - a2T -i) erf(bz -L/2)T -2 dz (13) 
0 
=__ b [l_erf((a2+_b2)'/2'~- ] a 21exp(-~)erf(tbq~)+a2(az+b2)l/2 tl/2 }] 
Thus by integration of (12), starting from the initial value W(0) = 1, we obtain 
W(t) = 1 + i W'(~) d~ 
0 
= 1 c°s0°/2-  ftl-erf(21/2(1 +s) ) ]  s-l/2(l + S) ds 
1 + S 2 "-]- 2S COS O0 
0 
sinzt 0o fexp[ -i+ 2(1 s2 ++ s22s +cos 2s 0o c s 0o)] erf(2(2s)l/2 sin 00/2) ds, (14) 
0 
where the original integrals have been simplified by the substitution r = roS, and 
2 is given by (10). The integral representation (14) can be further reduced to 
oo 
IV(t) = cos 0/2 erf(21/2(l + s)) 1 + s 2 + 2s cos 0o 
0 
~2 
sing 0o fexp[ 1 +2(ls 2++s 22s +cos2s 00cos 0o)] erf(2(2s)l/2 sin 0o/2) as. (15) 
o 
Notice that both integrals in (15) vanish when 2 = 0, hence, W(t)--*0 as t~oo.  
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Consider now the special case 0o = 0, previously treated in ref. 1. Then the 
integral representation (15) simplifies to 
IT[. f - -  S I /2ds W(t)= erf(2~"2(1 +s))  1 +s  
0 
~erf(21:Ea ) . dG (16) 
7c ~ o (a - 1 )1,'2" 
In this case the representation (12) for W'(t) can be reduced to 
DI/2(lrt) 3/2r1'2 f [ (rO+p2)27 J4~t  W'( t ) -  exp /up .  (17) 
I) 
The latter integral can be evaluated in terms of Hardy's function Ei4()~ 2/2), which 
in its turn is expressible in terms of the modified Bessel function K~4(2/2); cf. eqs. 
10.2(3), 10.21(3) of ref. 13. Thus we find 
W'( t ) -  r° r~ ]K [ r~ 
D,.2(27rt)3, 2 exp - 8Dt J ~"4\8Dt J " (18) 
The present expression for W'(t) is integrated with respect o t, starting at t = 0 
where W(0)= 1. By applying the substitution ro/8Dt = s, we obtain the integral 
representation 
1 i 
W(t)= 1 ~ e ~Kl/4(s)s-1'2ds, (19) 
z/2 
or equivalently, by eq. 13.21(7) of ref. 13, 
,;,/2 
, f  W(t) = ~ e ~K,,4(s)s 1.2 ds (20) 7[.3/2 , , 
0 
valid for 00 = 0, where 2 is given by (10). 
From eq. (12) of ref. 11 we quote the representation 
r o + r21 .2, I / r°r \ 
p( r ,O, t )=(2~Dt)  'exp 4~-  J2o .,+,.2(~)cos(m + 12)(0 --00) (21) 
by a series of modified Bessel functions. In the special case 00 = 0, (21) reduces 
to (3). The expansion (21) is inserted into the integral (9), then the 0-integration 
is trivial. As for the r-integration, we first integrate by parts whereupon the 
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resulting integral is determined by means of eqs. 9.6.26 and 11.4.31 of ref. 12. In 
this manner we obtain the series-expansion 
W(t) = lr-l/z21/2e-~l'2 ~, (-- l)"(m +½)-' 
m=0 
x Im/2-1/4 ~ + Im/2+3/4 ~ cos(m + 1)00 , (22) 
where 2 is given by (10). The latter series converges for any 2 > 0, however, the 
expansion is useful especially for small values of 2. 
In the special case 00 = 0, (22) reduces to eq. (39) of ref. 1. In this case we derive 
yet another expansion for W(t). We start from the integral representation (20) and 
express the integrand in terms of Kummer's function M, viz. 
e "K,/4(s) = 2-3/4F(I/4)s-l/4M(¼, ½, - 2s) - 23/4F(3/4)sl/4M( 3, 3, -2s )  (23) 
by successive use of eqs. 13.6.21, 13.1.3 and 13.1.27 of ref. 12. Then through a 
term-by-term integration we are led to the power-series expansion 
W(t) = 2-'/2/r -3/2 ~" F(n/2 
+ 1/4) 
,=0 n!(n + ½) ( -  1)e(n)(4~')n/2+l/4' (24) 
where e(n) is the largest integer ~<(n + 1)/2. 
3. Asymptotic expansions for W(t) 
Consider first the asymptotics of W(t) for small values of 2, corresponding to
large time t by (10). From (22) and (24) we readily find the asymptotic expansions 
2F(1/4) 21/4 cos 80/2 4F(3/4) ~3/4 cos(30o/2) 
W(t) - ir3/2 31r3/2 
F(I/4) , 5 /4 ( .  ]5--~- ~ z ~ cos 80/2 - 2 cos(500/2)} + (9(27/4), (25) 
and, in the special case 80 = 0, 
r (1/4) ~ 5/4 W(t) - 2F(1/4)~3/2 21/4 - 4F(3/4)3~z 3/2 23/4 ~ ,~ + (_9(27/4) , (26) 
truncated after three terms. The expansion (26) extends the result in eq. (40) of 
ref. 1. 
Next we consider the asymptotics of W(t) for large values of 2, corresponding 
to small time t. Since the weight W(t) is an even function of 00, it is sufficient o 
restrict he range for 8o to 0 ~< 80 ~< ft. We first determine the asymptotic expansion 
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of the derivative dW/d2, for large values of 2. To that purpose we start from the 
integral representation (12) for W'(t), which is rewritten as 
dW 
d2 
where 2 is given by 
~(,t ), T~(;~ )-
! 
. w ' ( t )  
/ 
coslr3,2:.O0/2,,,: fexp[ - 2(1 + s)qs ,:e ds 
0 
sin Oo f + exp[ 2( l+s-+2scos0,1) ]ds  
g 
0 
sin  0,, fexp[ - + + cos 0o)]1J - erf(2(2s) '2 sin 0,,/2) I.ds, 
0 
(27) 
(10). The successive terms in (27) are shortly denoted by T~(2), 
The first integral in (27) was met before in (17). Thus, by means of (18), T~(2) 
can be expressed in terms of the Bessel function K~:(2 /2) ,  v i z .  
cos 0o/2 2 12 e ;2KI 4()~/2). (28) 
2 ] -/.g. 
For large values of 2, we replace K~ 4(2/2) by its asymptotic expansion from eq. 
9.7.2 of ref. 12, which yields 
cos 0°/2 ~ ~ (1/4),(3/4),, ( 1)"2 " 
TI(2) ~- 2k.2~ e (29) 
n = 0 H ! 
as 2--*,~,; here the Pochhammer symbol (a), is defined by 
(a)0=l ,  (a ) ,=a(a+l ) . . . (a+n 1), for n=l ,Z3  . . . . .  (30) 
The second integral in (27) can be expressed in terms of an error function, thus 
leading to 
sin Oo . I ,  T2(2) = ~ z "" exp[ -- 2 sin 2 0o] { 1 -- erf(2 ].2 cos 00)} . (31 ) 
The asymptotic expansion of ~(2) is determined by use of eq. 7.1.23 of ref. 12, 
v iz .  
T2()~)~ ~"2sinOoH(--cosO0)2 1'2exp[ 2sin200] 
tan 00 e ; ~ ( 1)"(½).(2 cos 200) " (32) 
n=o 
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as 2--*0o; here, H is the unit step function defined by H(x)= 1 for x >0 and 
H(x) = 0 for x < 0. The expansion (32) is non-uniform in 00, i.e., the expansion 
is valid for 00 away from n/2 such that 2 cos 2 00 >> 1. For 00 ~ re/2 the original form 
(31) of T2(2) should be retained. 
In the third integral in (27) we apply the substitution s~2-1s, then 
oo 
7,3(2 ) = sin 0 o 2-t  e-~, fe-S2/~f(s) ds, (33) 
.J 
0 
where 
f(s) = exp[-  2s cos 00]{1 - erf(2s 1/2 sin 0o/2)}. (34) 
The asymptotics of 7"3(2) as 2 ~ ~ is treated by the Mellin-transform technique 
of Bleistein and Handelsman14). This technique is based on Parseval's formula for 
Mellin transforms, generally given by 
,~c c+i~ 
h(#s)f(s)ds =~i  !~-:M[h;zlM[f;1 - z ldz ,  (35) 
0 c - i~c  
where the integration path Re(z) = c should lie in the common strip of analyticity 
of the Mellin transforms M[h; z] and M[f;  1 - z]. These Mellin transforms are 
defined by 
ac  
M[h; z] = ~sZ-lh(s) ds, (36) 
d 
o 
and likewise for M[f;  1 - z]. To use (35) in (33), we set/~ = 2 -1/2, h(s) = e -s2, then 
M[h;  z] = j s  z-' e -~2 ds = ½r(z/2) (37) 
I , t  
0 
is analytic for Re(z) > 0, while M[f;  1 - z] is analytic for Re(z) < 1. Thus the 
representation (33) passes into 
c+iac 
sin 00 2-1 e-). 1 f 2Z/2F(z/2)M[f; 1 - z] dz (38) 
~('~) = ~ ~i  
o/  
c-iac 
where 0 < c < 1. The latter integrand is analytic for Re(z) < 1, except for simple 
poles at z = - 2n, n = 0, I, 2 . . . . .  Following the technique of ref. 14, we displace 
the path of integration to the left. Then we obtain a representation by a series of 
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residues which is precisely the asymptotic expansion of Ts(2) as 2--, ~ ,  viz. 
T~(2) s in0°2-1e- '~ ' t - ' J  M1f '2n+l ]2  " (39) 
- --~ /t  .~:"-o n !  ~'  
The coefficients M[ f ;  2n + 1] in (39) can be evaluated through integration by 
parts, for example 
Mt f ;  11 = fexp[ -  
0 
and similarly 
2s cos 0o]{1 - erf(2s 1.'2 sin 00/2)} ds 
J 
1 sin 00/2 f 
= 2 cos 00 Tt 1"2~cos 00 e- 2"s - 1;2 ds 
0 
1 - 21'2 sin 00/2 1 
2 cos 00 2(1 + 2 ~'2 sin 00/2)" 
(40) 
M[f ;  31 = 8 + 9~ sin 00/2 + 6 sin 2 00/2 (41) 
32(1 + 21/2 sin 00/2) 3 
By combining (31) and the leading terms of the expansions (29) and (39), we 
obtain the asymptotic expansion of  the derivative d W/d2, viz. 
dW - sinL0,° 2 1:2 exp[ - 2 sin 2 0o]{1 -- erf(21:2 cos 0o)} 
d2 27r '- 
1 cos 00/2 
+ 2 le "+(r~(2 2e-9  (42) 
21/2Tr i + 2 U2 sin 00/2 
as 2- ,oo.  If 00 is away from rr/2, the error function in (42) may be replaced by 
its asymptotic expansion as in (32), thus leading to 
dW 
d2 
-- rc ~:2 sin OoH( -- cos 00)2 L.2 exp[ - 2 sin 2 0o] 
1 cos 00/2 
- t -  - -  2 1 e ; + (5,'(2 -2 e ;) (43) 
21/2Ir cos 0 o 
as 2--+oo. We shall use the latter expansion in the ranges 0~<0o~< ~/4 and 
31r/4 ~< 0o ~< x, whereas in the range x/4 ~< 0o ~< 3x/4 the form (42) is retained. 
Finally, by use of the relation 
: (  
W(t )  = 1 - -  f dW/d2 d2, (44) 
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we determine the asymptotic expansion of  the weight W(t) for large values of  ~., 
corresponding to small time t. By integration of  (43) we readily find the expansion 
W(t) = 1 - H( - cos 00){1 - erf(2 I/2 sin 00)} 
1 cos 00/2 2 ~ e ~ + (9(2-2 e-~) (45) 
21/2n cos 0 o 
as 2~oo.  The present asymptotic form is valid in the ranges 0 <~ 0o ~< hi4, where 
H(  - cos 0o) = 0, and 3n/4 <<. Oo <~ n, where H(  - cos 00) = 1. In the special case 
0o = 0 we have the expansion 
] W(t) = 1 - 21/2---- ~ 2 - '  - -  ]~ + (9(2 -3) (46) 
as 2 ~,  obtained directly through integration of  (29). For n/4 <<. Oo <~ 3n/4 the 
asymptotic expansion of W(t) is determined by integration of (42). Here we need 
the auxiliary result 
~2-~/2 _ 2 sin 2 i/z d2 exp[  0o]{1 erf(,~ 00)} cos  
2 
U2 
- sin Oo {1 -- erf(2'/2 sin 0o)}{1 -- erf(2'/2 cos 0o)/ 
-- cot Oo ~ 2 -1/2 exp[ -- 2 cos 2 0o]{1 -- err(21/2 sin 0o)} d2,  (47) 
i /  
). 
where in the latter integral the error function may be replaced by its asymptotic 
expansion. In this manner we find the expansion 
W(t) = 1 - ½{1 - erf(). '/2 sin 00)}{1 - erf(21/2 cos 0o)} 
1 cos 00 - 21/2 sin 0o/2 2 -l e-~. 
+ 2~ sin 0o(1 + 2 '/2 sin 00/2) + (9(2 -2 e-~.) (48) 
as 2~,  valid for n/4 <<. Oo <<. 3n/4. In the special case 00 = n/2, this expansion 
can be reduced to 
W(t) = 1 - ,~-~r!~.- ~/2~ -J/2 .a_ !~, -~  -1 1_,, -u2 ~ -3/2 L2 . . . . .  4 . . . .  - 4 . . . .  + (9 (2  -2 ) ]  (49) 
as 2 ~oo.  Notice that the asymptotic forms of  W(t) are different in the two cases 
0o = re/2 and 00 = 0. The asymptotic behavior of W(t) as 2~,  depends on 00 
in a non-uniform manner. 
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